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SELF-HEATING IN A COUPLED THERMO-ELECTRIC
CIRCUIT-DEVICE MODEL∗
MARKUS BRUNK† AND ANSGAR JÜNGEL‡
Abstract. The self-heating of a coupled thermo-electric circuit-semiconductor system is modeled and numerically simulated. The system consists of semiconductor devices, an electric network
with resistors, capacitors, inductors, and voltage sources, and a thermal network. The flow of the
charge carriers is described by the energy-transport equations coupled to a heat equation for the
lattice temperature. The electric circuit is modeled by the network equations from modified nodal
analysis coupled to a thermal network describing the evolution of the temperatures in the lumped
and distributed circuit elements. The three subsystems are coupled through thermo-electric, electric
circuit-device, and thermal network-device interface conditions. The resulting system of nonlinear
partial differential-algebraic equations is discretized in time by the 2-stage backward difference formula and in space by a mixed finite-element method. Numerical simulations of a one-dimensional
ballistic diode and a frequency multiplier circuit containing a pn-junction diode illustrate the heating
of the semiconductor device and circuit resistors.
Key words. Energy-transport equations, lattice heating, thermal network, circuit equations,
mixed finite-element method, partial differential-algebraic equations.
AMS subject classifications. 65L80, 65M60, 82D37.

1. Introduction. Due to growing package densities, self-heating becomes more
and more important in modern integrated circuits and power devices. Thermal effects may strongly influence the device behavior and even reduce its performance. In
order to understand the influence of self-heating, power dissipation and temperature
evolution have to be taken into account in the electric network models.
In industrially used circuit simulators, complex semiconductor device models are
usually substituted by circuits of basic network elements, resulting in simpler so-called
compact models, and thermal effects are described heuristically by correction factors
or simple heat models. In order to achieve accurate simulations of modern circuits,
however, a very large number of circuit elements and a careful adjustment of a large
number of parameters is needed. Therefore, it is preferable to model those devices
which are critical for the parasitic effects by semiconductor transport equations and
to include physical heat flow models.
Beacuse of missing structural informations about the coupled device-circuit equations, first approaches to couple circuits and devices were based on a combination of
device and circuit simulators as “black box” solvers [16] or on simple extensions of
device simulators by more complex boundary conditions [26]. More recently, electric
network models were coupled to semiconductor transport equations, such as driftdiffusion [34] or energy-transport models [11], leading to a coupled system of partial
differential-algebraic equations. The work [11] includes temperature models for the
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charge carriers, but the lattice and circuit element temperatures were assumed to be
constant.
Nonisothermal device modeling started in the 1970s, employing drift-diffusiontype equations and heat flow models for the lattice temperature [1]. In [17, 35], a
Joule heating term was suggested as source term for the heat flow equation. More
sophisticated but still heuristic source term models were presented in [1, 14, 33].
Wachutka employed a thermodynamic approach to extend the drift-diffusion equations
to the nonisothermal case [39]. Based on first principles of entropy maximization and
partial local equilibrium, Albinus et al. [2] derived nonisothermal carrier transport
equations and included also carrier temperatures. Thermal effects in electric circuits
were considered in [8, 9]. Furthermore, an energy-transport model taking into account
the heat transfer between the devices and the circuit was proposed in [3].
Models for different lattice and charge carrier temperatures were developed in
the 1990s. For instance, the unipolar hydrodynamic semiconductor equations were
coupled to a heat equation, with a coupling realized through the energy relaxation
term [18, 24]. In [40], the heat equation and the energy-transport models for the
carrier subsystems were coupled.
All the above references are concerned with the modeling of certain subsystems,
either neglecting carrier energy models, the coupling to circuits, or lattice heating. In this paper, we propose and simulate for the first time a complete coupled
thermo-electric circuit-device model, consisting of (i) energy-transport equations for
the charge carriers and the electron temperature in the semiconductor device, together
with a heat equation for the lattice temperature, (ii) electric network equations resulting from modified nodal analysis, and (iii) a thermal network model describing
the heat evolution in the lumped elements (for instance, resistors, contact nodes, or
interconnects) and distributed elements (for instance, electric lines or devices). The
three subsystems are coupled by thermo-electric, electric circuit-device, and thermal
network-device interfaces. Figure 1.1 presents an overview of the subsystems.
Nonisothermal semiconductor
device model
Bipolar energy-transport equations,
heat equation for lattice temperature
coupled through
semiconductor current
and circuit voltages

Electric circuit model
Network equations from
modified nodal analysis

coupled through
semiconductor heat flux
and boundary terms

coupled through electro-thermal sources and resistances

Thermal network model
Heat equations for lumped
and distributed elements

Fig. 1.1. Overview of the coupled thermo-electric circuit-device model.

The equations for the energy-transport model [22], the electric circuit model [38],
and the thermal network model [7] are well established. The thermo-electric coupling
is described in [3, 7] and the electric circuit-device coupling is detailed in [11, 34].
In the following, we explain our modeling of the lattice heating and the coupling
between the thermal network and semiconductor devices, which seems to be new in
this context.
The heat equation for the lattice temperature is derived from thermodynamic
principles following the approach of [2, 6]. We adapt the free energy to the case of
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several temperatures and achieve a heat equation which guarantees energy conservation, i.e., the total energy is assumed to satisfy the balance equation
∂t u + div Ju = −γ,
where Ju is the corresponding energy flux (density) and γ the radiation to the environment. Assuming nondegenerate semiconductors and neglecting the space dependency
of the energy bands, the resulting heat equation for the lattice temperature TL is of
the type
ρL cL ∂t TL − div(κL ∇TL ) = H,
where ρL is the material density, cL the heat capacity, and κL the heat conductivity
of the lattice, according to Fourier’s law. The heat source term H contains energy
relaxation, recombination heat, and radiation effects (see section 2.2 for details).
The semiconductor device influences the thermal network by the heat fluxes
through the contact boundaries, defined by the boundary integral over the normal
S
S
component of the semiconductor heat flux density Jth
. In order to derive Jth
we
make a quasi-stationarity assumption. From the stationary energy balance equation
without radiation, div Ju = 0, we infer that
S
div Jth
= −∇V · (Jn + Jp ),

where −∇V is the electric field and Jn , Jp are the electron and hole current densities,
S
respectively. This equation indicates that the flux Jth
is responsible for the heat
production caused by the dissipated power and can be considered as a heat flux.
S
Detailing the contributions of the energy flux Ju yields a formula for Jth
, consisting
of a heat flux according to the Fourier law, the energy flux of the charge carriers, and
the flux of the thermal energy of the carriers (see section 3.5 for details).
The model (with constant hole temperature) is numerically discretized and applied to two examples. In the first example, we present the evolution of the lattice
temperature in a one-dimensional ballistic diode. The second example is concerned
with transient simulations of the temperatures of the electrons and the lattice in the
pn-junction diode and the resistor temperatures in a frequency multiplier circuit.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section is concerned with the device modeling including the equation for the lattice heating. In section 3 the lumped
and distributed thermal elements are defined and the thermal network model is detailed. The circuit model based on the Kirchhoff laws and current-voltage characteristics of the circuit elements is explained in section 4. The complete coupled model
system is summarized and scaled in section 5. In section 6 we explain the numerical
scheme and present the numerical examples. Finally, we conclude in section 7.
2. Device modeling. In this section we specify the energy-transport model
and the heat equation for the lattice temperature, together with the corresponding
coupling and the boundary conditions.
2.1. Energy-transport equations. The evolution of the particle and current
densities in the semiconductor device is modeled by the bipolar energy-transport equations which can be derived from the semiconductor Boltzmann equation by a moment
method [10]. Assuming that the energy band is approximately parabolic, that nondegenerate semiconductor statistics can be used, and that inelastic phonon collisions in
the Boltzmann equation can be described by a Fokker-Planck approximation [22], an
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energy-transport model with explicit diffusion coefficients was presented in [15]. We
write these equations for the electron density n, the hole density p, the electron energy
density 23 kB nTn , and the hole energy density 32 kB pTp with the Boltzmann constant
kB and the electron and hole temperatures Tn and Tp , respectively, as follows:
∂t n − q −1 div Jn = −R(n, p, )
∂t p + q −1 div Jp = −R(n, p),

∂t 32 kB nTn − div Sn = −∇V · Jn + Wn (n, Tn ) − 32 kB Tn R(n, p),

∂t 32 kB pTp + div Sp = −∇V · Jp + Wp (p, Tp ) − 32 kB Tp R(n, p),

where the electric potential V is computed self-consistently from the Poisson equation
εs ∆V = q(n − p − C(x)),

x ∈ Ω, t > 0.

Here, εs denotes the semiconductor permittivity, q the elementary charge, C(x) the
doping concentration characterizing the device under consideration, and Ω ⊂ Rd
(d ≥ 1) the domain occupied by the semiconductor.
The electron and hole current densities Jn and Jp , respectively, and the corresponding energy current densities Sn and Sp are given by
 


kB TL
n
n − µn (TL )TL ∇V ,
Jn = q ∇ µn (TL )
q
Tn
 


kB TL
p
Jp = −q ∇ µp (TL )
p + µp (TL )TL ∇V ,
q
Tp


2
k TL
3
3
µn (TL )Tn B n − µn (TL )nkB TL ∇V,
Sn = ∇
2
q
2


2
3
kB
TL
3
Sp = −∇
µp (TL )Tp
p − µp (TL )pkB TL ∇V,
2
q
2
where TL denotes the (nonconstant) lattice temperature and µn and µp are the electron and hole mobilities, respectively, which are assumed to depend on the lattice
temperature according to the power law
 αν
T0
µν (TL ) = µν,0
, ν = n, p,
(2.1)
TL
where T0 = 300 K. The values µν,0 and αν (ν = n, p) are typically determined from
measurements; see, for instance, [33, Table 4.1-1]. Alternatively, the transport of the
holes may be described by the drift-diffusion model as is often done (and as we do in
the numerical simulations). In this case, the hole temperature is constant, and the
transport equations read as
 


kB TL
∂t p + q −1 div Jp = −R(n, p), Jp = −q ∇ µp (TL )
p + µp (TL )p∇V .
q
Recombination and generation of charge carriers are modeled by Shockley-ReadHall and Auger terms,
R(n, p) =

np − n2i
+ (Cn n + Cp p)(np − n2i ),
τp (n + ni ) + τn (p + ni )
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where ni is the intrinsic density, τn and τp are the material-dependent electron and hole
lifetimes, respectively, and Cn and Cp are the Auger parameters. Auger processes are
important if the carrier densities are high. In optoelectronic devices further generation
processes occur, see, e.g., [12]. The relaxation to the lattice temperature is described
by the expressions
Wn (n, Tn ) =

3 nkB (TL − Tn )
,
2
τn,0

Wp (p, Tp ) =

3 pkB (TL − Tp )
,
2
τp,0

where τn,0 and τp,0 are the energy relaxation times.
For constant lattice temperature, the above energy-transport equations correspond to the model suggested in [13] and referred to as the Chen model in [15].
Generally, the electron current density can be written as
Jn = qµn (TL )

kB TL
n
∇n + qDn (TL )n∇TL − qµn (TL )TL ∇V,
q
Tn

where Dn (TL ) is the partial derivative of µn (TL )kB TL /q with respect to TL . Thus,
besides of the electric field and the density gradient, there is an additional driving
force due to the lattice temperature gradient. We remark that there exist other
energy-transport models with a particle temperature gradient [15]. Whether such
a term occurs or not depends on the energy-dependency of the scattering rate of
the elastic collision operator. In the Chen model, the dependency is such that the
particle temperature gradient vanishes. We refer to [19] for a discussion and to [15]
for a numerical comparison of various energy-transport models.
2.2. Lattice heating. We derive an evolution equation for the lattice temperature TL by thermodynamic principles, similar as in [6]. The three subsystems defined
by the electron, hole, and lattice temperatures are thermally coupled by mutual energy and heat flux exchange. We assume that the total energy u satisfies the balance
equation ∂t u + div Ju = −γ, where Ju is the corresponding energy flux density and γ
the radiation. Analogous to [6], we define the free energy of the system as




εs
n
f = |∇V |2 + ρL cL TL (1 − logTL ) + n kB Tn log
− 1 + Ec
2
Nc




p
+ p kB Tp log
− 1 − Ev ,
(2.2)
Nv
where ρL is the material density of the lattice, cL the lattice heat capacity, and Ec and
Ev denote the conduction and valence band-edge energies, respectively. The effective
densities of states are given by
 ∗
3/2
 ∗
3/2
me kB Tn
mh kB Tp
Nc = 2
,
N
=
2
,
v
2π~2
2π~2
where m∗e and m∗h are the effective electron and hole mass, respectively, and ~ = h/2π
is the reduced Planck constant. The first term in (2.2) is the electric energy, the second
term the thermodynamic energy of the lattice subsystem, and the last two terms are
the thermodynamic energies of the electron and hole subsystems, respectively.
By thermodynamics, the total internal energy u of the system can be written as
u = f − Tn
=

∂f
∂f
∂f
− Tp
− TL
∂Tn
∂Tp
∂TL

εs
3
3
|∇V |2 + ρL cL TL + n(Ec − TL Ec′ ) + kB nTn + p(TL Ev′ − Ev ) + kB pTp ,
2
2
2
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where the prime in Ec′ and Ev′ signifies the derivative with respect to TL . Thus,
the total internal energy u is the sum of the electric energy, εs |∇V |2 /2, the energy of the crystal lattice, ρL cL TL , the thermal energies of the electrons and holes,
3
3
2 nkB Tn and 2 pkB Tp , respectively, the energy of the electrons in the conduction band,
′
n(Ec − TL Ec ), and the energy of the holes in the valence band, p(TL Ev′ − Ev ). If all
temperatures coincide, TL = Tn = Tp , the expressions for the free and internal energies are the same as in [6] for the drift-diffusion case.
Additionally, we introduce the energy fluxes corresponding to the energy densities:
JuE
Sun
Jun

= −εs V ∇∂t V,
= −Sn ,
= −q −1 (Ec − TL Ec′ )Jn + V Jn ,

JuL
Sup
Jup

= −κL ∇TL ,
= Sp ,
= −q −1 (Ev − TL Ev′ )Jp + V Jp ,

where κL is the heat conductivity of the crystal lattice. The equation for the heat
flux JuL expresses the Fourier law. The term −εs ∇∂t V is the so-called displacement
current which has to be taken into account in transient simulations to guarantee charge
conservation. The sum of JuE and the second terms in Jun and Jup is the expression
for the current of the dissipated power, given as the product of total current and
electric potential. The sum of all energy flux densities is the total energy flux density,
Ju = JuE + JuL + Sun + Sup + Jun + Jup .
Inserting the above expressions for the total internal energy u and the total energy
flux Ju into the energy balance equation and employing the Poisson equation for ∂t V ,
εs ∆∂t V = q(∂t n − ∂t p) = div(Jn + Jp ),
we arrive after a straightforward computation to
0 = ∂t u + div Ju + γ = ∂t TL (ρL cL − nEc′ + pEv′ ) − div(κL ∇T ) − H,
where the heat source term H is given by


3
H = −(Wn + Wp ) + R Eg − TL Eg′ + kB (Tn + Tp )
2
+ q −1 Jn · ∇(Ec − TL Ec′ ) + q −1 Jp · ∇(Ev − TL Ev′ ) − γ,

(2.3)

and Eg = Ec − Ev is the energy gap.
Now, we impose some simplifying assumptions. For nondegenerate homostructure
devices, we may neglect the space dependency of the energy bands. Furthermore, we
neglect the dependency of the energy bands on the lattice temperature since this
dependency is rather small [33]. Finally, we assume that the radiation is proportional
to the deviation of the lattice temperature from the environmental temperature Tenv .
Thus, we obtain the evolution equation for the lattice temperature,
ρL cL ∂t TL − div(κL ∇TL ) = H,
where


3
H = −(Wn + Wp ) + R Eg + kB (Tn + Tp ) − SL (TL − Tenv ),
2

(2.4)

and SL = SL (x) denotes the transmission function of the device. For the numerical
simulations, we will assume that this function is constant. The first term in H represents the energy relaxation heat, the second term is the recombination heat, and
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the last term signifies the radiation. We remark that this expression for the heat
source differs from those in [6] and [39] since we take into account the evolution of the
thermal energies of the particles via the energy-transport equations. In [6], only the
drift-diffusion equations were considered. The simplified source term (2.4) corresponds
essentially to formula (41) of [40]. The source term (2.3) allows for space-dependent
energy bands and generalizes the existing approaches.
2.3. Initial and boundary conditions. The boundary ∂Ω of the semiconductor domain is assumed to consist of two parts, the union of Ohmic contacts ΓC and
the union of insulating boundary segments ΓI , where ∂Ω = ΓC ∪ ΓI and ΓC ∩ ΓI = ∅.
We prescribe initial conditions for the particle densities and temperatures:
n(·, 0) = nI ,

p(·, 0) = pI ,

Tj (·, 0) = Tj,I

in Ω, t > 0, j = n, p, L.

On the insulating parts of the boundary, we suppose that the normal components
of the current and energy fluxes, the lattice temperature flux, and the electric field
vanish,
Jj · ν = Sj · ν = ∇TL · ν = ∇V · ν = 0

on ΓI , t > 0, j = n, p,

where ν is the exterior normal unit vector on ∂Ω. Instead of requiring that the
normal components of the energy fluxes vanish, we can equivalently assume that the
temperature fluxes vanish,
∇Tn · ν = ∇Tp · ν = 0

on ΓI , t > 0.

The semiconductor contacts connecting the device with the electric network are
supposed to be Ohmic semiconductor-metal contacts. Then the electric potential
equals on ΓC the sum of the applied potential Vapp and the built-in potential Vbi (see,
e.g., [30]):


C(x)
V = Vapp + Vbi on ΓC , t > 0,
where Vbi = arcsinh
.
2ni
We assume that there is no exchange of the particle temperatures Tn and Tp across
the Ohmic contacts such that the use of homogeneous Neumann conditions for the
temperatures seems to be reasonable. In fact, Dirichlet conditions for Tn and Tp may
lead to artificial boundary layers [11]. Moreover, in [5] it was argued that the use
of homogeneous Neumann conditions for Tn and Tp can be justified in highly doped
regions close to the contacts. For the lattice temperature, we employ Robin boundary
conditions in order to model the temperature exchange between the semiconductor
device and the connected thermal and circuit elements. Therefore, we have
∇Tn · ν = 0,

∇Tp · ν = 0,

−1
−κL ∇TL · ν = Rth
(TL − Ta )

on ΓC , t > 0,

(2.5)

where Rth denotes the thermal resistance of the contact and Ta is the temperature of
the connected element (defined below in (3.5)).
Concerning the boundary conditions for the particle densities at the contacts,
Yamnahakki [41] showed for the drift-diffusion model that the densities are given by
n + (θn µn )−1 Jn · ν = na ,

p − (θp µp )−1 Jp · ν = pa

on ΓC , t > 0,

(2.6)

with some parameters θn and θp , the temperature-dependent mobilities µn , µp are
defined in (2.1), and the densities na and pa are determined under the assumptions
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of charge neutrality, na − pa − C(x) = 0, and thermal equilibrium at the contacts,
na pa = n2i , leading to




q
q
1
1
(2.7)
C(x) + C(x)2 + 4n2i , pa =
−C(x) + C(x)2 + 4n2i .
na =
2
2
The boundary conditions (2.6) were derived from a kinetic boundary condition for
the semiconductor Boltzmann equation up to second order in the Knudsen number
[41]. They give reasonable results in numerical simulations even when the bipolar
energy-transport equations were employed [11], and we use them also in our model.
3. Thermal network modeling. In this section we describe the thermal network based on the model of [7, 9]. The thermal network describes how the heat
is evolving in the semiconductor-circuit topology. To simplify the presentation, we
consider only one semiconductor device in the network. The extension to several
semiconductor devices is straightforward.
3.1. Definition of distributed and lumped elements. As a compromise
between physical accuracy and fast numerical simulations, all thermally relevant elements in the circuit – except the semiconductor devices – are modeled by zero- or
one-dimensional structures. More precisely, we consider the following elements in the
thermal network.
Lumped thermal elements are zero-dimensionally modeled elements to which a
spatially constant temperature value Tbℓ (t) is associated. They can be used if, for
instance, the temperature is approximately constant in a circuit element due to small
extension or large thermal conductivity. Some circuit elements may be modeled as
distributed thermal lines. The associated temperature T d (x, t) depends on the onedimensional space variable x ∈ [0, Lth ] and on time t > 0. The contacts of such an
element are at x = 0 and x = Lth . Finally, we consider distributed semiconductor
devices with the lattice temperature TL (x, t) as described in the previous section.
The distributed elements are coupled by the requirement that the temperature
and its heat flux across the boundary of the elements are continuous. Accordingly,
adjacent lumped elements are considered as zero-dimensional units with one temperature value Tb. Then, we assign the temperature at the interfaces of connected
distributed elements to an artificial zero-dimensional unit without thermal mass. In
this way, we end up with a thermal network only containing lumped-distributed interfaces. The nodes of this network are represented by the zero-dimensional units and
the branches by the distributed elements. We remark that the resulting network may
not be connected.
The thermal network with mn thermal nodes, md thermal lines (branches), and
one semiconductor device with nS terminals can be characterized by the thermal
th
mn ×2md
incidence matrix Ath
and the thermal semiconductor incidence
d = (aij ) ∈ R
th
th
mn ×nS
matrix AS = (aS,ij ) ∈ R
defined by
ath
ij
ath
S,ij


 1
1
=

0

1
=
0

if the contact at x = 0 of branch j is connected to node i,
if the contact at x = Lth of branch j − md is connected to node i,
else,
if the terminal j is connected to thermal node i,
else.

These definitions of the thermal incidence matrices without using any description
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from the electric network allow for a flexible modeling of thermally distributed electric
network nodes.
3.2. Temperature in lumped elements and thermal nodes. The lumped
elements are related to the thermal nodes by means of the matrix M = (mij ) ∈
Rmn ×mℓ , where mℓ is the number of lumped thermal elements, in the following way:

1 if the lumped element j belongs to the thermal node i,
mij =
0 else.
c of a lumped thermal element is the product of the heat capacThe thermal mass M
c= b
ity b
cℓ , the material density ρbℓ , and the physical volume Vb ℓ , M
cℓ ρbℓ Vb ℓ . Let mℓ
c1 , . . . , M
cm , transmission
(artificial) lumped thermal elements with thermal masses M
ℓ
b
b
b
b
functions S1 , . . . , Smℓ , and thermo-electric sources P1 , . . . , Pmℓ (defined in (4.7)) be
c , containing the thergiven. With the matrix M, we define the diagonal matrix M
b
mal masses, and the transmission function S for the thermal nodes (zero-dimensional
units) by
c = M diag(M
c1 , . . . , M
cm )M⊤ ,
M
ℓ

b = M diag(Sb1 , . . . , Sbm )M⊤ .
S
ℓ

The electro-thermal sources for the thermal nodes and the heat flux from the distributed lines and devices into the thermal nodes are collected in the vectors
b = M(Pb1 , . . . , Pbm )⊤ ,
P
ℓ

b d = (Fbd , . . . , Fbd )⊤ ,
F
1
mn

b S,
and F

defined below in (4.7), (3.4), and (3.6)–(3.7), respectively. Furthermore, the temperb and we assume that
ature values of the thermal nodes are collected in the vector T
it evolves according to the heat equation
b
bd + F
b S − S(
b T
b − Tenv I) + P
b,
c dT = F
M
dt

(3.1)

b is the transmission function and I the identity matrix. The temperature
where S
b ℓ can be recovered from the temperature values in
values in the lumped elements T
b by the formula T
b = MT
b ℓ.
the thermal nodes T

3.3. Temperature in distributed elements and thermal branches. The
d
vector T d = (T1d , . . . , Tm
) of all temperature values of the thermal lines satisfies the
d
heat equation
Mj ∂t Tjd = ∂x (κj ∂x Tjd ) − Sj (Tjd − Tenv ) + Pj ,

(x, t) ∈ (0, Lj ) × [0, ∞),

(3.2)

where j = 1, . . . , md and Lj is the length of the j-th thermal line. Here, Mj = cdj ρdj Adj
denotes the thermal mass, given as the product of the heat capacity cdj , the material
density ρdj , and the area of the cross section Adj of the considered element. Furthermore, κj is the thermal conductivity, Sj the transmission function which describes
the thermal radiation to the environment and which is supposed to be proportional
to the physical surface of the modeled device, and Pj denotes the electro-thermal
source term, defined below in (4.7). Equation (3.2) is complemented by the initial
and boundary conditions
d
Tjd (x, 0) = TI,j
(x),

Tjd (0, t)

=

d
T0,j
(t),

x ∈ [0, Lj ], j = 1, . . . , md ,
d
Tjd (Lj , t) = T1,j
(t),

t ∈ [0, ∞).
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d
d
We collect all boundary values in the vectors T d0 (t) = (T0,1
, . . . , T0,m
)(t) and T d1 (t) =
d
d
d
d
d
(T1,1
, . . . , T1,m
)(t) and we set T = (T1d , . . . , Tm
).
d
d

3.4. Coupling between thermal nodes and branches. The heat equations
for the lumped elements and the distributed lines are coupled in the following way.
First, we assume that the temperature of the thermal lines at the boundary contacts
b of the adjacent thermal nodes. This condition can
coincides with the temperature T
be expressed by means of the thermal incidence matrix introduced in section 3.1:
⊤b
(T d0 , T d1 )⊤ = (Ath
d ) T.

Second, we suppose that the thermal flux is given by the Fourier law,


d
Λ(0)∂x T d (0, t)
th
b
F = Ad
,
−Λ(Lth )∂x T d (Lth , t)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where Λ(x) = diag(Ad1 κ1 (x), . . . , Admd κmd (x)), Adj denotes the cross section and κj the
b d = (Fbd , . . . , Fbd )
thermal conductivity of the j-th thermal line. Then the vector F
mn
1
enters the lumped heat equation (3.1).
3.5. Coupling between thermal network and semiconductor device.
The semiconductor device is included into the thermal network by means of the thermal semiconductor matrix introduced in section 3.1. In analogy to the thermal line
modeling, the device equations are coupled to the thermal nodes using the boundary
conditions for the temperature and the heat flux. Thus, the last boundary condition
in (2.5) changes to
−1
−κL ∇TL · ν = Rth
(TL − Ta,k )

on Γk , k = 1, . . . , nS ,

where Γk ⊂ ΓC is the k-th contact of the device, and the temperature of the connected
elements is defined by
⊤b
T a = (Ta,1 , . . . , Ta,nS ) = (Ath
S ) T.

(3.5)

This describes the influence of the thermal network on the lattice temperature. The
influence of the semiconductor heat flux on the thermal network could be described
in a first approximation by the Fourier law, with a coupling analogous to the coupling
between thermal nodes and branches (see (3.4)). However, the flow of hot electrons,
modeled by the energy-transport equations, contributes to the heat flux and has to be
taken into account (see [3]). We assume that the semiconductor heat flux at terminal
k is given by the boundary integral over the normal component of the thermal flux
density:
Z
S
FkS =
Jth
· ν dσ, k = 1, . . . , nS ,
(3.6)
Γk

b S , used in (3.1), becomes
such that the heat flux vector F

b S (t) = Ath F S (t), . . . , F S (t) , t > 0.
F
S
1
nS
S
,
Jth

(3.7)

we make a quasi-stationarity
In order to specify the thermal flux density
assumption. Without radiation, the stationary balance equation for the total energy
reads as (see section 2.2)
0 = div Ju = div JuE + div(JuL + Sun + Sup + Jun + Jup ).
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Now, the balance equation for the electric energy can be written as
∂t uE + div JuE = −εs V ∆∂t V = −V ∂t (n − p) = −V div(Jn + Jp ).
In the quasi-stationary approximation, we insert div JuE = −V div(Jn + Jp ) in the
above conservation law for Ju :
0 = −V div(Jn + Jp ) + div(JuL + Sun + Sup + Jun + Jup )
= −V div(Jn + Jp )


+ div − κL ∇TL − Sn + Sp − q −1 (Ec Jn + Ev Jp ) + V (Jn + Jp )

S
= div Jth
+ ∇V · (Jn + Jp ),

(3.8)

where we have assumed as in section 2.2 that the energy bands do not depend on the
lattice temperature and we have defined the flux
S
Jth
= −κL ∇TL − q −1 (Ec Jn + Ev Jp ) − Sn + Sp .
S
Equation (3.8) indicates that the flux Jth
is responsible for the heat production caused
by the dissipated power and can be therefore considered as a heat flux. The first term
S
in the definition of Jth
describes the heat flux according to the Fourier law, as it
occurs in the thermal lines; the second term determines the energy flux of the charge
carriers with energy Ec or Ev per carrier; and the last term describes the flux of
the thermal energy of the particles. We notice that in [3], slightly different energytransport equations compared to the model in section 2.1 were considered. The heat
flux of [3] coincides with the electron energy flux Sn of our model. In this sense, our
model is an extension of the model in [3].
The thermal network equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) have to be complemented
by initial conditions for the temperature variables,

b (0) = T
bI,
T

d
Tjd (·, 0) = TI,j

for x ∈ (0, Lj ), j = 1, . . . , md .

We remark that the system (3.1)-(3.4) is of partial differential-algebraic type if the
corresponding thermal network contains artificial lumped elements. In this case the
initial values have to be consistent (in the sense of the theory of differential-algebraic
equations).
4. Circuit modeling. The circuits considered in this paper contain only (ideal)
resistors, capacitors, inductors, and voltage sources. In addition, we use ideal current
sources. Again, the circuit is assumed to contain only one semiconductor device.
4.1. Modified nodal analysis. A well-established mathematical description
of RCL circuits (just containing resistors, capacitors, and inductors) is the modified
nodal analysis. The basic tools are the Kirchhoff laws and the current-voltage characteristics of the basic elements. In order to accomplish the modified nodal analysis,
the circuit is replaced by a directed graph with branches and nodes. Branch currents, branch voltages, and node potentials (without the mass node) are introduced
as (time-dependent) variables. Then the circuit can be characterized by the electrical
incidence matrix A = (akℓ ) describing the node-to-branch relations and defined by

 1 if the branch ℓ leaves the node k,
−1 if the branch ℓ enters the node k,
akℓ =

0 else.
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(see [38] for details on circuit topologies). The semiconductor device is included
into the network model by means of the electrical semiconductor incidence matrix
AS = (aSkℓ ) defined by

if the current jℓ enters the circuit node k,
 1
−1
if the reference terminal is connected to the node k,
aSkℓ =

0
else.
The semiconductor current density consists of three parts, the electron current
density Jn , the hole current density Jp , and the displacement current density Jd =
−εs ∇∂t V . The current leaving the semiconductor device at terminal k is defined by
Z
jk =
Jtot · ν ds, where Jtot = Jn + Jp + Jd , k = 1, . . . , nS .
Γk

Clearly, due to charge conservation, the current through one terminal can be computed
by the negative sum of the currents through all other terminals. Therefore,we choose
one terminal (usually the bulk terminal) as the reference terminal. We denote by jS
the vector of all terminal currents except the current corresponding to the reference
terminal.
The first tool for the circuit modeling are the current-voltage characteristics for
the basic elements,
iR = gR (vR ),

iC =

dqC
(vC ),
dt

vL =

dφL
(iL ),
dt

where gR denotes the conductivity of the resistor, qC the charge of the capacitor, and
φL the flux of the inductor. Moreover, iα and vα with α = R, C, L, are the branch
current vectors and branch voltage vectors for, respectively, all resistors, capacitors,
and inductors. The network branches are numbered in such a way that the incidence
matrix forms a block matrix with blocks describing the different types of network
elements, i.e., A consists of the block matrices AR , AC , AL , Ai , and Av , where the
index indicates the resistive, capacitive, inductive, current source, and voltage source
branches, respectively.
The second tool are the Kirchhoff laws. The current law expresses that the sum of
all branch currents entering a node is equal to zero, Ai = 0, and the voltage law means
that the sum of all branch voltages in a loop vanishes, v = A⊤ e, where i, v, and e
are the vectors of branch currents, branch voltages, and node potentials, respectively.
Denoting by is = is (t) and vs = vs (t) the given input functions for the current
and voltage sources, respectively, and replacing the branch currents in the Kirchhoff
current law by the current-voltage characteristics and the branch voltages by node
potentials using the Kirchhoff voltage law, we obtain the system in the charge-oriented
modified nodal analysis approach [38],
AC

dqC ⊤
(AC e) + AR gR (A⊤
R e) + AL iL + Av iv + AS jS = −Ai is ,
dt
dφL
(iL ) − A⊤
L e = 0,
dt
A⊤
v e = vs ,

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

for the unknowns e(t), iL (t), and iv (t), where e(t) denotes the vector containing the
potential in the circuit nodes with respect to the mass node. Equation (4.1) is the
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Kirchhoff current law for the complete circuit, where the current-voltage relations for
the resistors and capacitors have been included. Equation (4.2) describes the voltagecurrent characteristics of the inductors, and (4.3) determines the node potentials
adjacent to the given voltage sources.
The semiconductor device is coupled to the electric network equations first by
means of the semiconductor incidence matrix and the semiconductor current, and
second via the boundary conditions for the electric potential in the semiconductor
device. At terminal k, we have
V (t) = ej (t) + Vbi

on Γk ,

if the terminal k of the device is connected to the circuit node j, where ej denotes
the potential at the circuit node j.
Equations (4.1)-(4.3) represent a system of differential-algebraic equations with
a properly stated leading term [20, 28] if the matrices C(v, t) = (∂qC /∂v)(v, t) and
L(i, t) = (∂φL /∂i)(i, t) are positive definite for all arguments v, i, and t. Under the
assumptions that the matrices C, L, and G = ∂gR /∂v are positive definite and that
the circuit does neither contain loops of voltage sources only nor cutsets of current
sources only, it is proved in [36, 38] that the (tractability) index of the DAE system is
at most two. Furthermore, if the circuit does neither contain LI-cutsets nor CV-loops
with at least one voltage source, the index is at most one.
4.2. Electro-thermal coupling. For the coupling between the electric and
thermal network equations, we assume that only semiconductor devices and resistors are thermally relevant, as they are the most important elements exhibiting this
behavior [31]. The thermal-to-electric coupling is accomplished by the temperaturedependent mobilities (2.1). Electric-to-thermal coupling occurs through the power
dissipated by a resistor which is the product of the current through the resistor and
the applied voltage. We assume an (at most) quadratic dependence of the resistance
on the corresponding temperature TR ,
R = 1 + α1 TR + α2 TR2 ,

(4.4)

where α1 and α2 are some nonnegative parameters [7, Sec. 5.3]. The temperature
values TR are collected in the vector T R and can be determined from the thermal
b = (b
network by employing the matrices K = (kℓj ) ∈ Rmd ×nR and K
kℓj ) ∈ Rmn ×nR ,
defined by

1 if the resistor j corresponds to the thermal branch ℓ,
kℓj =
(4.5)
0 else,

1 if the resistor j corresponds to the thermal node ℓ,
k̂ℓj =
(4.6)
0 else,
where nR is the number of resistive branches in the electric network. Notice that the
resistors are considered as electrically lumped elements and thus, the temperature
values are lumped, too. As an alternative, a resistor can be modeled by a thermally
e d from the disdistributed element. In this case, we determine the lumped value T
j

tributed values T dj by simply taking the mean value. Then it holds
b + K⊤ T
e d.
b⊤T
TR = K
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Now, the electric-to-thermal coupling is realized by the source terms P = (Pj )
b occurring in the (lumped) heat flow equations (3.1) and (3.2). These terms
and P
represent the heat production caused by the dissipated power, which is given as the
product of the current and the applied voltage, see [3, 7]. With iR containing the current through all resistors, the power dissipated by all resistors in the electric network
is given by
nR
PR (e) = diag(iR )A⊤
,
Re ∈ R

where AR denotes the resistor incidence matrix of the electric network and e is the
vector containing the node potentials. Observe that the entries of PR are all lumped
quantities. Thus, if the j-th resistor is thermally modeled as a distributed element,
the lumped quantity has to be extended to a distributed one. The simplest choice to
do this is to assume a constant local power dissipation within the resistor:
eR,j (x, t) = L−1 PR,j
P
R,j

for x ∈ (0, LR,j ),

with the length LR,j of the distributed resistor. This corresponds to the assumption
of a constant electric field inside the resistor. A more detailed discussion about the
proper choice of the local power distribution can be found in [7], where local thermal
effects and passivity of the elements are also taken into account.
b defined in (4.5) and (4.6), we can express the electroWith the matrices K and K
thermal source terms occurring in (3.1) and (3.2) as
b = KP
b R (e)
P

eR (e).
and P = (P1 , . . . , Pmd ) = KP

(4.7)

A summary of the coupled thermal device-circuit model can be found in the following
section.
5. Scaling and the complete model. We scale the device model and summarize the complete thermo-electric network-device model.
Let Cm be the maximal value of the doping profile, L the device diameter, µ0 =
max{µn,0 , µp,0 } the maximum of the low-field mobilities and T0 = 300 K. Furthermore,
let UT = kB T0 /q be the thermal voltage and t0 = L2 /(µ0 UT ) be a typical time scale.
We employ the following scaling:
x → Lx,
t → t0 t,
n → Cm n,
p → Cm p,
Tn → T0 Tn , TL → T0 TL ,
V → UT V,
Vapp → UT Vapp ,

τ 0 → t 0 τ0 ,
τn/p → t0 τn/p ,
ni → Cm ni ,
C → Cm C,
µn,0 → µ0 µn,0 , µp,0 → µ0 µp,0 ,
Vbi → UT Vbi ,
Ec/v → kB T0 Ec/v .

The Auger recombination parameters Cn , Cp and the parameters in the heat flow
equation are scaled as follows:
2
t0 )−1 Cn ,
Cn → (Cm
2
κL → L kB Cm t−1
0 κL ,

2
t0 )−1 Cp ,
Cp → (Cm
ρL cL → kB Cm ρL cL ,

SL → kB Cm t−1
0 SL .

The time variables occurring in the electric and thermal network equations are scaled
by t0 as well. We remark that the semiconductor current and the heat flux have to be
unscaled before being coupled to the network equations. For notational convenience
we will not rename the scaled quantities in the following.
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It is convenient to formulate the energy-transport equations as in [15] by employen nTn , gp = µ
ep p and gw,p = 32 µ
ep pTp , where the
ing the variables gn = µ
en n, gw,n = 32 µ
mobilities are given by
µ
en = µn,0 TL1−αn ,

1−αp

µ
ep = µp,0 TL

,

and the numbers αn and αp are introduced in (2.1). In these variables, the energytransport system is of drift-diffusion type which allows us to discretize the equations
similarly as the semiconductor drift-diffusion equations (see below).
The model equations and the corresponding coupling conditions are summarized
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The parameter λ is the scaled Debye length defined by λ2 =
εs UT /(qCm L2 ).
Electric network:
dqC ⊤
t−1
(AC e, t) + AR gR (A⊤
R e, T R ) + AL iL + Av iv + AS jS = −Ai is ,
0 AC
dt
dφL
t−1
(iL , t) − A⊤
L e = 0,
0
dt
A⊤
v e = vs .
Thermal network:
d
d
d
t−1
i = 1, . . . , md ,
0 Mi ∂t Ti = ∂x (κi ∂x Ti ) − Si (Ti − Tenv ) + Pi ,
b
bS + F
b d − S(
b T
b − Tenv I) + P
c dT = F
b,
t−1
0 M
dt


 d
Λ(0)∂x T d (0, t)
T0
⊤b
b d = Ath
F
,
= (Ath
d
d ) T.
−Λ(Lth )∂x T d (Lth , t)
T d1

Semiconductor equations:

λ2 ∆V = µ
e−1
e−1
n gn − µ
p gp − C(x),

µ
e−1
n ∂t gn − div Jn = −R(n, p),

3
µ
e−1
n ∂t gw,n − div Sn = −∇V · Jn + Wn (gn , gw,n ) − 2 Tn R(n, p),

µ
e−1
p ∂t gp + div Jp = −R(n, p),

3
µ
e−1
p ∂t gw,p + div Sp = −∇V · Jp + Wp (gp , gw,p ) − 2 Tp R(n, p),

gn
gw,n
∇V, Sn = ∇gw,n −
∇V,
Tn
Tn
gp
gw,p
Jp = −∇gp −
∇V, Sp = −gw,p −
∇V,
Tp
Tp

ρL cL ∂t TL − div(κL ∇TL ) = −(Wn + Wp ) + R Eg + 32 (Tn + Tp ) − SL (TL − Tenv ).
Jn = ∇gn −

Table 5.1
Scaled coupled thermo-electric network-device model equations.

6. Numerical examples. In this section, the coupled thermo-electric model
is numerically discretized and two numerical examples are presented. In view of
the complexity of the coupled system, the semiconductor device is described by a
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Electric-thermal network interface:
b + K⊤ T
e d, T
e d = mean(T d ),
b⊤T
TR = K


b =K
b diag(iR )A⊤
eR (e) ,
P
Pj = KP
Re ,
j


−1
⊤
e
PR (e) j = LR diag(iR )AR e j , j = 1, . . . , md .

Circuit-device interface:

jS,k = L(qµ0 UT Cm )−1

Z

with Jd = −λ2 ∇∂t V,

(Jn + Jp + Jd ) · ν dσ

Γk

V (·, t) = UT−1 ei (t) + Vbi (·, t)

on Γk , k = 1, . . . , nS .

Thermal network-device interface:

b S = Ath F S (t), . . . , F S (t) ,
F
S
1
nS

with

FkS

=

Z

S
Jth
· ν dσ,

Γk

S
Jth
= L(qµ0 UT2 Cm )−1 (−κL ∇TL − (Ec Jn + Ev Jp ) − Sn + Sp ) ,
⊤
b −1
T a = Ath
S T T0 .

Table 5.2
Coupling conditions for the thermo-electric network-device model.

spatially one-dimensional model. The electron transport is modeled by the energytransport equations, the hole transport by the drift-diffusion equations. Thus, the
hole temperature is assumed to be constant.
6.1. Numerical scheme. The electric network model consists of differentialalgebraic equations. The thermal network equations are of partial differential (algebraic) type, depending on whether artificial zero-dimensional units occur or not.
The device is modeled by a system of nonlinear elliptic and parabolic differential
equations. Thus the complete thermo-electric model is a system of nonlinear partial
differential-algebraic equations.
The entire system is first discretized in time by the 2-stage backward difference
formula as in [11, 12]. This method takes into account the differential-algebraic character of the problem. The heat equations describing the thermal lines and the lattice
temperature are discretized by standard finite elements. The energy-transport and
drift-diffusion equations are approximated by exponentially fitted hybrid-mixed finite
elements. We employ the finite elements of Marini and Pietra [29] since this guarantees particle current continuity and positive particle densities for the discrete problem
provided that a certain step size restriction holds. We refer to [11] for details of the
finite-element discretization.
The nonlinear discrete system is solved iteratively as follows. In the outer loop,
solve (1) the semiconductor transport equations including the heat equation, (2) the
electric network equations, (3) the thermal network equations, and update (4) the
boundary conditions for the lattice temperature and the temperature-dependent electrical parameters until the difference of two successive iterations is smaller than a
prescribed tolerance value. The nonisothermal semiconductor transport equations in
(1) are solved in an inner loop using a variant of the Gummel method (see [11]). More
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Parameter
Ly
Lz
q
εs
UT
µn,0 /µp,0
τn /τp
Cn /Cp
ni
τn,0
κL
cL
ρL
αn /αp
Rth
SL

Physical meaning
extension of the device in y-direction
extension of the device in z-direction
elementary charge
permittivity constant
thermal voltage at TL = 300K
low-field carrier mobilities [27]
carrier lifetimes [27]
Auger parameters [27]
intrinsic density [27]
energy relaxation time [15]
thermal conductivity [27]
heat capacity [27]
material density [27]
mobility power-law parameters
thermal contact resistance [18]
radiation parameter

Numerical value
6 · 10−7 m
10−6 m
1.6 · 10−19 As
10−12 As/Vcm
0.026 V
1500/450 cm2 /Vs
10−6 /10−5 s
1.1 · 10−42 /0.3 · 10−42 m6 /s
1016 m−3
4 · 10−13 s
130 W/mK
700 J/kgK
2329 kg/m3
2
0 . . . 10−7 s m2 /W
0 . . . 4 · 1015 W/m3 K

Table 6.1
Physical parameters for a silicon diode.

precisely, (1) consists of the following steps: (1a) solve the transport equations for
the electrons and holes and the Poisson equation using the Gummel method, (1b)
solve the energy equation, (1c) update the electron temperature, (1d) solve the Poisson equation and the heat equation for the lattice temperature, and (1e) update the
carrier mobilities.
6.2. Lattice temperature in a ballistic diode. As first numerical example
we consider a one-dimensional n+ nn+ ballistic diode. The diode can be considered as
a simple model of the channel of a MOS transistor. The diode with domain Ω = (0, L),
where L = 600 nm, consists of a 400 nm n-channel with minimal doping of 2· 1021 m−3
and two adjacent 100 nm n+ -regions with a maximal doping of 5·1023 m−3 . The doping
profile is smoothed by use of the tanh function. The device is modeled by the unipolar
energy-transport equations coupled to the Poisson equation and the heat equation for
the lattice temperature. In the unipolar case, the source term in the heat equation
simplifies to H = −Wn − SL (TL − Tn ) since there are no recombination effects. The
physical parameters used in the simulation are collected in Table 6.1.
At the boundary nodes x = 0 and x = L, we assume Robin conditions for the
electron density and homogeneous Neumann conditions for the electron temperature:
Jn · ν = θn (gn,a − gn ),

∇Tn · ν = 0

on ΓC , t > 0,

(6.1)

where gn,a = µn na , na is defined in (2.7), and we have chosen θn = 2500 [11]. We
compare two different boundary conditions for the lattice temperature:
TL = T0 = 1

or

−1
− κL ∇TL · ν = Rth
(TL − T0 )

on ΓC , t > 0,

where Rth = 10−8 s m2 /W. Finally, at t = 0 we assume that the device is in thermal
equilibrium,
gn = µn neq ,

V = Veq ,

Tn = 1,

TL = 1

in Ω,
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where (neq , Veq ) are the thermal equilibrium values of the semiconductor (see, e.g.,
[22, 30]). We perform the simulations on a spatial grid of 101 nodes with a time step
of 2 · 10−13 s.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the transient behavior of the lattice temperature in the
ballistic diode biased with 1.5 V and without radiation. We observe a temperature
increase of less than 1 K when we employ Dirichlet boundary conditions (Figure 6.1
left) which coincides with the results presented in [32]. The Dirichlet condition implies
an infinite heat flux across the boundary which is physically questionable. With the
Robin conditions for the lattice temperature, thus taking into account a nonvanishing
thermal resistance of the contacts, the temperature increase is more pronounced (Figure 6.1 right). Inside the device, the lattice temperature variations are small which
comes from the fact that the heat conductivity is rather high. In the following, the
simulations are performed using the Robin boundary conditions for TL .

303
302
301
300
0

0.6

1

0.4

2
time [ns]

0.2
3 0

position [µm]

Fig. 6.1. Lattice temperature in a ballistic diode with 400 nm channel biased with 1.5 V. Left:
Dirichlet boundary conditions, right: Robin boundary conditions.

It is well known in industrial applications that thermal effects in semiconductors
are becoming stronger in smaller devices. For comparison, we simulate a diode with
length L = 250 nm, consisting of a 50 nm channel and two 100 nm n+ -regions on
each side. The doping concentration is as in the previous example. In the literature,
this device was numerically simulated using an energy-transport model [4] and a
hydrodynamic model [23], in both cases, however, with constant lattice temperature
only. We apply the voltage Vapp = 1 V. For the radiation parameter we choose SL =
4 · 1015 W/m3 K. With an extension of 250 nm in the y- and z-directions, this value
corresponds to a transmission value of approximately 6 · 10−4 W/K for the entire
device which is much larger than realistic physical values (cf. [7]). The number of grid
points is as above but we have chosen a time step of 10−14 s in order to resolve the
transient response of the device shortly after the abrupt increase of the bias and to
preserve the positivity of the particle densities in the device model.
The lattice temperature TL of the device is shown in Figure 6.2 (left). We observe
an increase of TL of about 5 K assuming a very high radiation to the environment.
The lattice temperature computed from the model without radiation is presented in
Figure 6.2 (right). The lattice temperature maximum is about 325 K compared to
302 K in the 400 nm channel device. This clearly shows the importance of self-heating
in small devices.
In order to clarify the impact of the lattice heating on the electrical behavior of
the device, we compare the current-voltage characteristics computed from the energy-
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Fig. 6.2. Lattice temperature in a ballistic diode with 50 nm channel biased with 1 V including
radiation (left) and without radiation (right).
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Fig. 6.3. Current-voltage characteristics for ballistic diodes computed from the drift-diffusion
model and the energy-transport (ET) model with constant and variable lattice temperature for the
400 nm channel (left) and 50 nm channel (right) device.

transport model with constant lattice temperature to those computed from the model
with variable lattice temperature, see Figure 6.3. For the 400 nm channel device, for
which we have neglected radiation, we observe that the influence of the model on the
current-voltage characteristics is rather small and becomes significant for very high
applied bias only (Figure 6.3 left). This shows that for larger devices the influence of
lattice heating seems to be less important.
On the other hand, the influence of the lattice temperature on the current-voltage
curve becomes stronger for smaller devices, even for rather small applied voltages. In
Figure 6.3 (right) we also see the effect of radiation on the device performance. We
notice that we model the thermal radiation by the expression SL (TL − Tenv ) with
constant environmental temperature. In applications, this is not always satisfied,
as the environmental temperature might increase due to continuous radiation from
the electric circuit elements. An increase of Tenv , in turn, decreases the thermal
radiation which would again increase lattice heating and influences further the device
performance. Moreover, the considered radiation parameter is chosen very high and
might be unrealistic.
6.3. Frequency multiplier. The second numerical example is concerned with
the transient simulation of a frequency multiplier which is used in, for instance, radio
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Parameter
R1 /R2
C1
L1
κR
cR
ρR
LR
AR
α1
α2

Physical meaning
resistances
capacitance
inductance
heat conductivity of resistor
heat capacity of resistor
material density of resistor
length of resistor
cross section of resistor
first thermal coefficient
second thermal coefficient

Numerical value
100/1000 Ω
(3.2 · 2π)−1 · 10−10 F
(3.2 · 2π)−1 · 10−6 H
237 W/mK
900 J/kgK
2700 kg/m3
10−6 m
10−7 m
1/(273 K)
1/(273 K)2

Table 6.2
Electrical and thermal parameters of the frequency multiplier. The thermal coefficients α1 and
α2 occur in the definition (4.4) of the resistance.

receivers and digital electronics (see Figure 6.4). The multiplier is modeled by the
complete thermo-electric network-device system. The circuit consists of a voltage
source generating an oscillatory signal with the eigenfrequency of the first oscillator.
The signal is modified by the pn diode. As we choose the capacity C2 = C1 /2 and the
inductivity L2 = L1 /2, the second oscillator resonates with the double frequency and
other frequencies are damped out. We employ the voltage signal v(t) = 3 V sin(3.2 ·
2π · 109 Hz t) such that the first oscillator resonates at the frequency of 3.2 GHz.

R1

L1

C1

L2

C2

R2

Vout

Vin

Fig. 6.4. Frequency multiplier.

As mentioned at the beginning of section 4.2, only the resistors and the diode are
treated as thermally relevant circuit elements. The resistors are modeled as thermal
lines. The diode is modeled by the energy-transport model for the electrons and the
drift-diffusion model for the holes described in section 2.1. Thus, the only thermally
lumped elements are the artificial nodes modeling the contacts between the resistors
and the device. We notice that the temperature at the contacts coincides with the
temperature at the boundary of the thermal lines. For the device, however, the
temperature at the contacts is described by Robin boundary conditions. The electrical
and thermal parameters of the circuit elements are collected in Table 6.2.
The pn diode is assumed to be homogeneous in the y- and z-directions such that
a one-dimensional approach is suitable. The diode consists of an n-doped region
with 50 nm length and maximal doping concentration of C0 = 3 · 1023 m−3 and a
p-region of the same length and minimal doping density of −C0 . We take the thermal
radiation parameter SL = 4 · 1015 W/m3 K and the thermal contact resistance Rth =
10−8 s m2 /W. The remaining parameters can be found in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.5 illustrates the current through the diode and the output signal of the
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circuit. The results including thermal effects (computed from the energy-transport
model with lattice heating) are compared with those without thermal effects (computed from the drift-diffusion equations with constant lattice temperature). Due to
lattice heating, the current through the diode becomes smaller, but the effect is not
large in the output signal since the output voltage is rather small.
−4

x 10

with thermal effects
without thermal effects

0.1

output signal [V]

diode current [A]

5

0.15

with thermal effects
without thermal effects

4
3
2

0.05
0
−0.05

1
−0.1
0
0

0.5

1

time [ns]

1.5

2

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

time [ns]

Fig. 6.5. Diode current (left) and output signal (right) of the frequency multiplier.

The transient behavior of the distributed temperatures are depicted in Figures 6.6
and 6.7. In Figure 6.6, we observe an oscillatory behavior of the lattice temperature
caused by the oscillatory input signal. The maximum of the lattice temperature is
increasing before stabilizing. The resistors, on the other hand, are much less heating
up than the diode, as shown in Figure 6.7. After 2 nanoseconds, the increase of the
lattice temperature is less than 0.1 K. Hence, its influence on the resistivity is small
and the current in the first oscillator remains almost unchanged. It is interesting to
observe that the temperatures in the resistors are maximal at those contacts which
are connected to the diode, caused by the heat exchange with the bipolar diode.
7. Conclusions. In this paper, we have presented a fully coupled thermo-electric
network-device model consisting of three subsystems: the electric network, the thermal network, and the semiconductor device. The first subsystem was modeled by the
electric network equations from modified nodal analysis, the second system describes
the temperatures of the lumped and distributed network elements using heat equation models, and the third subsystem was modeled by the bipolar energy-transport
equations including a heat equation for the lattice temperature. Coupling conditions
between these subsystems were developed.
The heat equation for the lattice temperature was derived from thermodynamic
principles following [2, 6] which guarantees conservation of the total energy. The
source term in the heat equation contains energy relaxation, recombination heat,
and radiation effects. In order to couple the heat flux of the device to the thermal
network, an expression for the semiconductor heat flux, based on a quasi-stationarity
assumption for the energy balance equation, was derived and employed to define the
thermal flux in the heat equation for the temperatures of the thermal nodes.
The energy-transport model for electrons with lattice heating was employed to
simulate a one-dimensional ballistic diode. The numerial results confirm the physical
observation that thermal effects play an important role in small semiconductor devices with channel lengths of much less than 1 µm. A second example was concerned
with the simulation of a frequency multiplier containing a pn-junction diode. Lattice
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Fig. 6.6. Lattice temperature of the diode in the frequency multiplier.

Fig. 6.7. Temperature of the resistors R1 (left) and R2 (right) in the frequency multiplier.

heating causes a decrease of the diode current and a slight decrease of the output
signal. The diode heats up significantly, whereas the thermal effects seem to be of
minor importance in the resistors.
Due to the partial differential-algebraic structure, it seems to be possible to incorporate our model in existing electric circuit solvers (for instance, in TITAN). The
numerical results seem to indicate, at least for the presented circuit, that the index of
the system does not increase even for the fully coupled model. Future work may be
concerned with circuit-device systems containing several devices and the simulation
of MOS transistors in several space dimensions [21] and silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
structures [9].
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